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A CASCADE OF LIES
AN AVALANCHE OF FALLACY
PROMOTING THE CHANNELIZATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Smoke pot, and wind up “Dead, in prison, or in a mental institution”

 
bonze blayk is a “floating signifier” - LOL

Susan: What is the nature of a submissive?
bonze: A submissive is a person who would like to be forced 

to do something they would not otherwise do. [Given an “excuse”]

The “justifications” of sadism: “You needed this treatment in order to come to grips 
with reality” - in deSade’s case, crass atheism

Versetzung in Psych* - Constructing Systematic Error in Psychiatric Practice and the 
role of anosognosia in the professionalization of Munchausen’s Syndrome by Proxy.

Presumption of superior “insight” - Cults of “expertise” - Barriers to entry & 
evaluation of research - Metrification of psychological qualities with no basis in a 
genuine “Theory of Mind”/epistemology - no foundation in a philosophy of science 
which is not either naive (behaviorism, biological psychiatry) or grandiose 
(Freudianism) - overspecialization - studied incompetence in the legal milieux 
applying in democratic societies - systematic anosognosia / enforced splitting - 
“Professional deformation” from specialization here

BigPsych is a zone of caprice 
in which the worst instincts of individual practitioners

are promoted so as to congeal into a system of oppression

“I am a master of manipulation!” 
- Dale Borst, rapist - First! in diagnosis: “You’re bipolar!”

“Diagnosis doesn’t matter!” 
- Amari Meader MSW - [TwoFer: BPD + Cannabis = FTW!] 

“I have never lost a case!”
- Paul Thaddeus Povinelli PhD - [Narcissism!]

“It’s an evolving diagnosis.”
- Henry D. Gerson, MD - [Anosognosia!]

this is: “the gang that couldn’t shoot straight”
(addicted to the Big Lie, whatever their “ethical affiliation”)



if there’s a construct in a language, it’s usually there for a reason - Steve Worona 
“on purpose”

“Never attribute to malice that which can be explained by 
incompetence”

gee i’m sorry your engine blew up, but i’m a shitty mechanic :-(
Hanlon’s Razor as a stalking horse for malice

“The stylistic traits characteristic of an era are always invisible to 
those who use them” - Hugh Kenner [paraphrase]

i bring the judgments of an earlier era to the “modern science” of 
domination that is exerted through the manifold limbs of BigPsych

BLUNT INSTRUMENTS - psychological inventories yielding misleading results - 
begging the question “What is normal?” in the production of “psychological 
instruments” by biased selection of the “normal population,” followed by circular 
reasoning in dismissing claims of those who do not respond to (weird? puzzling?) 
“instrumental” questions in a “normal” fashion - WEIRD value system (Western/
Educated/Individualist/Rich/Democratic) - Rorschach norms produce findings of 
schizophrenia in 50% of a True Normal population! “So long as proponents 
continue to dismiss legitimate criticism, ignore negative research, and present the 
test as the psychological equivalent of medical imaging techniques, the Rorschach 
is destined to remain on the fringes of psychological science.” - The Controversy 
Over Exner’s Comprehensive System for the Rorschach: The Critics Speak 
IMAGINATIVE HISTORIES - Hack at Will! - “Special Insights Mandatory!” - 
psychiatric clairvoyance - credulity of “experts” with regard to their fantasies 
regarding “personal histories,” “psychological instruments,” and reliability of other 
experts’ “documentation”
GOTO DIAGNOSES - “Top Three Syndrome” - Bipolar, Schizophrenia, Drug 
Addiction - exclusion of syndromes from consideration in clinical practice (TLE/
Geschwind Syndrome, Adverse Drug Reactions, Hare’s Psychopathy, Authoritarian 
Personality Disorder)
IMPUTATION OF ANOSOGNOSIA - all denials of mental illness are evidence of 
absent awareness of self and one’s social environment - ditto on all use of cannabis, 
which is per se abuse or dependence: YOU DON’T KNOW HOW BAD YOU GOT 
IT!
HEARSAY PRIVILEGE - “Believing is Hearing” + outright lies
==> Structured Misdiagnosis / Dys-Etiology / Targeted Mistreatment / Legal 
Coercion supported by “snowball perjury”

“quick fixes” - KEEP BUSY - psychiatrists under financial pressure to obtain 
“results” - rush to diagnose and medicate, “premature optimization” (pressure 



through HMOs, “managed care,” billing quandaries) - ONE SIZE FITS ALL “‘Anti-
psychotics’ for all!”
==> Iatrogenic Disability with some degree of Münchausen’s Syndrome by Proxy

My own OMH record: hacked on multiple levels

1 Initial “casework” documentation from fraudulent treatment with Amari 
Meader - misconceptions, misrepresentations of course of “treatment” - 
misconceptions about the nature of the Cornell referral

2 Initial RRFU Core History - rank with misspelled and misattributed names 
(“Teshwin Syndrome” vs. Geschwind Syndrome/TLE, ludicrous historical 
errors (BA in 5 vs. 3 years, “Cornell Graduate School of Accounting” 
LOLOL), misconceptions, and pure invention (“Alcohol Dependence” by 
Jody Stackman MD) - reports typed by secretaries with inadequate 
proofreading? - fictive relationship history from Susan Hamann! - misquoted 
and/or misconstrued “Cornell work history” conglomerated from interviews 
with Dick Cogger and Dave Lambert?

3 Hacked RRFU Core History? - How can an official document be this bad? 
Were the aforementioned “statements” as distorted as my “Voluntary 
Statement” to the NYS Police?  Hacking internal to OMH vs. external: ?
COIN_OP and/or ?LEGEND_OP

4 Misleading interview reports: intrinsic error rates - inadequate interviewing 
practices (no notes or recordings) resulting in rampant misquotation - active 
hacking?  ?COIN_OP: COMET purchased outright from Cornell for $250? 
WTF!, Cogger/Lambert “interview” - ?LEGEND_OP: Roberts MD “Gender 
Identity Order”, Povinelli PhD “Sex: F” (“I BE IN YO’ REKKIDS, MUNGIN’ 
ABOUT!” LOL)

5 FRAUDULENT interview reports and perjured testimony: Tara Belsare MD - 
“psychopath” - selective quotation - April Roberts MD - “He said he was 
angry” fantasy

6 Snowball Perjury effectuated in my clinical record via copypasta

==> “long history of uncharged offenses” - Gary Surdell ADA Tompkins County 
1997 - what is the background gossip behind this absurd claim?
- “long history of extreme violence against women” and “incapable of functioning 
in a structured work environment” - p. 25 - 2003-05 - Testimony by Kevin Eric 
Saunders (aka B.A.R.BLAYK) - Recommitment Hearing.pdf

“Records indicate that over the years the patient the patient has often had 
conflicts with his employers and suggest an inability to work successfully in a 
supervised setting.” - 2003-09-21 RRFU Core History and KES-bb Corrections.pdf

====> “they pranced and played [his brain] all through the long long night” - 



HEAVY METAL SATANISM! LOLOL - what “documentation” lurked in the 
background? 

==> Stoner with a “long history of extreme violence against women” and 
(obviously) NO meaningful contribution to society EVER!

====> "AND NOW ... THE LEGENDARY ... leadfooted drunk-drivin' transvestic 
wife-beatin' nurse-rapin' pothead computer cracker, gun-totin' wanna-be cop 
killer... and ARSONIST - bonze anne blayk!"

“Never ascribe to malice that which can be explained by counter-intelligence!”
- Blayk’s Bludgeon

•• “Haven’t you ever heard of having too much evidence?” ••
“I brought along with me a butcher knife and another kitchen knife to use in my 
attempt to ‘kidnap’ my estranged girlfriend.” - “Voluntary Statement”

• “The patient has a long history of extreme violence against women.”

Extreme Violence (Concept) - Giant Bomb
https://www.giantbomb.com/extreme-violence/3015-1042/
Extreme violence pertains to excessive amounts of blood, gore, or 

violent acts. These include decapitation, mutilation, 
dismemberment, amputation, ...

• “You’re smart enough to know how to lie.” - Meghan Lawrence CSW?

• “You can’t talk in a straight line.” - Tara Belsare MD

• “There are a lot of smart people at Harvard… but not many of them really think.” 
- Jody Hochberg - see FALSE CONSCIOUSNESS IN PSYCHOLOGY.

the poisoners / Zersetzung
“You must not lose your train of thought, 

which should be focused on its destination… 
the death camp of failed ideas.”

WE LIVE IN A TRANSIENT SOCIETY
(one’s thoughts should never be brought to a boil)

estranged

https://www.giantbomb.com/extreme-violence/3015-1042/


adjective
(of a person) no longer close or affectionate to someone; alienated: Harriet 

felt more estranged from her daughter than ever | her estranged father.
• (of a wife or husband) no longer living with their spouse: his estranged wife.

Italics appearing in quotations included in this text 
are generally used to indicate falsehoods

* “I believed that I was receiving messages through the radio telling me to kidnap 
my estranged girlfriend Susan Hamann…” - from the thoroughly bogus “Voluntary 
Statement”/“Confession” foisted on me by the State Police (“we don’t have all 
night!” LOL what was on my mind? - TONS OF ANTHRAX! and when is Lecter 
going to show up?) 
* “History indicates that on February 6, 1997 the patient believed that he was 
receiving messages through the radio telling him to kidnap his estranged 
girlfriend…” - Povinelli PhD 1997-06-14
* “In the morning of 2/6/97, Mr. Saunders drove to the trailer park where his 
estranged ex-girlfriend had been living.” - Kashtan MD 2003-09-11
* “On February 6th, 1997 the patient believes he was receiving messages through 
the radio telling him to kidnap his estranged girlfriend…” - SEX: F - Povinelli PhD 
2003-04-08
* “On 2/6/97 the patient believed he was receiving messages through the radio 
telling him to kidnap his estranged girlfriend…” - sex: male - Povinelli PhD 
2004-09-20
* “On the morning of 2/6/97, Mr. Saunders drove to the trailer park where his 
estranged ex- girlfriend had been living.” - Khan MD 2007-09-10

(Regarding my "confession" and the false claim that I was "responding to 
auditory command hallucinations" at the time of the arson which appears 
in most of the psychiatric reports: Note that I stated clearly at the time I 
made my verbal statement after my arrest that "I was hearing voices over 
the radio, and I thought that I was supposed to quote kidnap endquote 
Susan". I succeeded in adding those quotation marks around a later 
occurence of the word "kidnap" in one occurrence of the word in my 
"statement": this was a play-act intended to deceive "Hannibal Lecter".

Moreover, Susan Hamann was not "my estranged girlfriend" as stated in my 
"confession": she had visited me at my home (with David Fogel) eight 
days before the arson out of concern for my health, a fact which I have 
never previously stated. Here's a plausibility check regarding this 
"confession": where, outside of legal/police circles and TV shows, would 
anyone employ the phrase "my estranged girlfriend"? The truth is that 
Susan has never said to me that our relationship is over. In fact, to my 



amazement, she continued to express an interest in a romantic 
relationship with me even after the arson in a number of phone calls she 
made to me from after the Order of Protection expired in June 1997 up 
until January 1998.) 

- to Kevin Moshier Esq. MHLS 2010-08-16 Personal Communication

a lie once exposed is a ‘tell’

• “Diagnosis doesn’t matter.” - Amari Meader - 1996

• “The OMH has no mechanism for correcting errors in their records.” - John 
Bezirganian MD

• “There is no science in psychiatry.” - Robert Breiman MD PCP

conspiracy thread - BDSM - satanic ritual - entrapment
language is a virus

you’re just paranoid!

entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem
how should one react to a fusillade of “coincidences”?

==> backtrace “paran” - paranoia
==> backtrace “bord” - borderline

• “No, I never worked for the FBI… but I always wanted to work for the CIA.” - 
Susan K. Hamann RN June 1997

“I am scheming and plotting my revenge!” - Susan 1996-08-??

Morticia, to Uncle Fester in the Addams family graveyard: 
"And our credo: Sic gorgiamus allos subjectatos nunc:

‘We gladly feast on those who would subdue us’
- Not just pretty words."

“Kevin could see himself only as the victim of his circumstances, a pawn in the 
conspiracies of others: the police, the hospital doctors, and most prominently, his 
girlfriend.” - Amari Meader MSW 1997 

“This patient is clearly paranoid. He feels that the radio is able to talk to him and 
direct him. He feels that he was "set-up" for DWI. He feels that his drink was spiked 



and that the police department has it in for him.” - Povinelli PhD 1997-06-14

• “Have you ever written a virus?” - Tara Belsare MD 2002-05-23

Bob Mindel sometime 2015 on the gossip surrounding my salary tiff at 
Cornell in 1992: “… they said you were going to get money from Cornell to start up 
a band and take it on tour.” - Virus blackmail meme? - Huh? What? utter bullshit! - 
from Povinelli through Belsare in the background? ???

• “You can’t talk in a straight line!” - Tara Belsare MD 2002-05-23

• “When his supervisors tried to interact with Kevin, even in normal interactions, 
they felt that 20% of the time there was difficulty in figuring out what his comments 
had to do with reality, as he felt they were many conspiracies involving 
management and him.… [“Whaaat?”] Management eventually counselled Mr. 
Saunders to find employment elsewhere and ceded the rights of his work product 
to him for $250…” - John Kennedy MD - ?COIN_OP

• “You believe I'm involved in a conspiracy against you." - Tara Belsare MD.  (My 
response: “What!?  I don't think you're involved in a conspiracy -- I think you're 
incompetent!  ... … … Of course, you have lots of excuse for being incompetent ... 
incompetence just comes with the field... the human brain is the most complex 
object in the known universe, who really understands how the mind works?”) - 

• “grandiose persecutory delusions: He believes that pharmaceutical 
manufacturers conspire to keep marijuana off the market” - Tara Belsare MD - 
2002-05-08 EPC - Tara Belsare OUTPATIENT admission - Kevin E Saunders SSA 
Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric - Belsare - 
A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-2.pdf

cf. Senator Kirsten Gillibrand: it’s a conspiracy! 

• “Why did you name your band after a terrorist group?” - Igor Kashtan MD

• “When his supervisors tried to interact with Kevin, even in normal interactions, 
they felt that 20% of the time there was difficulty in figuring out what his 
comments had to do with reality, as he felt they were many conspiracies involving 
management and him.” - “Whaaat?” - A BIZARRE claim ==> “conspiracy theory” 
re: Apple failing to fix bugs in MacTCP? IBM FAL? ??? NeXT purchase fiasco? - H. 
David Lambert in his “1992-03-10 H David Lambert - Agreement related to 
continued employment.pdf” - “2. That in a large and diverse organization, such as 
Cornell, an individual who produces a highly visible product, such as Comet, will 
inevitably receive some criticism. Some of it will be well intentioned and 



constructive and some less so; such criticism is to be understood as part of normal 
give and take in an environment such as Cornell and does not represent 
management policy.” - What does this imply about the “criticism” that might have 
existed in the gossip chain at Cornell back during this salary tiff, or otherwise? - The 
absurd “internal document” produced by some parties in Information Resources  
regarding the irremediably defective failings of COMET as compared to Brown, that 
AD Tom Young shared with us in our first COMET conference, saying “Don’t tell 
anybody I shared this with you”? - IT WAS MOSTLY AMUSING! - I never 
complained to management about it, except perhaps in my initial meeting with 
Dave regarding my grievance letter of 12/91, where he expressed sympathy! ???

• 2002-05-08 EPC - Tara Belsare OUTPATIENT admission - 
Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric - 
Belsare - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-2.pdf

Axis I
Diagnosis: Generalized Anxiety Disorder 300.02 Principal: Yes Provisional: No 
Severity /  Course Specifier: Severe
Comments: 

Diagnosis: Psychotic Disorder NOS 298.9 Principal: No Provisional: No
Severity / Course Specifier: Mild
Comments: With anger·and conspiratorial delusions as primary feature.

And? Belsare claimed I suffered from "grandiose persecutory delusions: He 
believes that pharmaceutical manufacturers conspire to keep marijuana 
off the market" - but guess what?

SO DOES SENATOR KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND! - in Forbes magazine: "Senator Calls 
Out Big Pharma For Opposing Legal Marijuana" - I was ahead of the 
curve.

Diagnosis: Cannabis Dependence 304.30 Principal: No Provisional: No
Severity /  Course Specifier: Severe
Comments: Acknowledged by client as ego-syntonic.

Axis II
Diagnosis: Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder 301.4 Principal: No 
Provisional: No
Severity / Course Specifier: Moderate 
Comments: None

Diagnosis: Narcissistic Personality Disorder 301.81 Principal: No 
Provisional: No
Severity / Course Specifier: Severe
Comments: None

Axis III
Diagnosis: Allergic Rhinitis due to Other Allergen 4778 Provisional: No
Severity / Course Specifier: Prior History 
Comments:

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomangell/2018/02/23/senator-calls-out-big-pharma-for-opposing-legal-marijuana/2/#141de19f78cd
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomangell/2018/02/23/senator-calls-out-big-pharma-for-opposing-legal-marijuana/2/#141de19f78cd


Diagnosis: Obesity, Unspecified 27800 Provisional: No
Severity I Course Specifier: Moderate
Comments:

Axis IV
A. Problem Category - Economic
B. Specific(s): Nets $15,000 yearly at present

Axis V
GAF Score 35 Time Frame Ongoing

User: Walker, Pam 05/21/200210:00:05 Page 3 of 4

“Why did you burn down the trailer?” 
HOW MANY TIMES MUST ‘PROFESSIONAL’ CLINICIANS ASK THE SAME DAMN QUESTION? 

It’s complicated.

• “Basically, Dr. Kennedy is saying [to the court] ‘You fucked up!’ [in accepting my 
plea of insanity].” - Craig Lewin Esq. MHLS 2003 prep

Querents:
Nurse at Cayuga Medical Center 2017
Dr. Lippert
Therapist (repeatedly by her testimony) and Dr. Belsare at EPC 2002
Dr. Roberts and Meghan Lawrence at EPC 2003
==> they hate the explanation I offer describing the delusional system because 
what they WANT is “I was angry!” rather than a complex story involving the terrors 
of biological warfare!

BLUNT INSTRUMENTS
ego is not a dirty word

except when it is!

- blinded by “instruments”
- The Mismeasure of Man (Stephen Jay Gould) - NAZIMETRICS

“Not everything that counts can be counted, 
and not everything that can be counted counts.”

- Sociologist William Bruce Cameron PhD
-  via Allen Frances MD; widely misattributed to Albert Einstein

“In my lexicon, it is presumptuous and grandiose to use the terms, 
instruments and tools, as synonyms not for bench-science apparatus, 

but for clinical tests. Clinical psychoendocrinology and sexology are 
reliant for the most part on psychological tests. To call them 



instruments or tools gives a false sense of mensurational accuracy.” - 
“Longitudinal Studies in Clinical Psychoendocrinology and Sexology: 

Methodology” - p. 100 in Venuses Penuses - John Money PhD 
MCMI-III link to Pearson website

• “You read too much!” - Singh MD 1998 in response to my statement: “I think I’ve 
got temporal lobe epilepsy, and some neurologists prescribe carbamazepine on the 
basis of a behavioral diagnosis of Geschwind Syndrome.”

• “The letters also contain some grandiosity. For example, at one place Mr. 
Saunders states ‘I’m trying to show them that I’m brilliant, that I have the correct 
answers, and that they’re all fools if they disagree with me…’” - Singh MD - MCMI-
III - ?COIN_OP - versus MY statement: “I try to *show* respect for them [COMET 
users] and try to meet their felt needs, rather than trying to show them that I am 
brilliant, that I have the correct answers, and that they're all fools if they disagree 
with me…” 

- blinded by “instruments” - MCMI-III NPD ??? ?COIN_OP vs COUNTER_OP

• “I don't want to think about what would happen if he is told we didn't give you 
that contract, Mr. Saunders, for your Comet program.” - Carol Cocchiola NYS 
AAG, Rowley p. 252 (… “I don't want to think about what would happen if that's 
all it takes, if all it takes is somebody telling you you are going to have to continue 
on your orders and conditions it starts him into a spiral where he becomes 
psychotic.”)

HOLY SHIT - The NASA price offer was precisely what Carol Cocchiola was 
getting pissed off over! - 2018-05-24 BOMBZIE ANNE ROSE BLAYK

Assistant Attorney General Carol Cocchiola Q(uerent)
“Q Now you don't accept the diagnosis of borderline personality disorder [sic: 
NEEDS CAPS: “Borderline Personality Disorder”] with narcissistic features?
A That's not what the diagnosis is. It's personality disorder not otherwise specified 
[sic: ditto] . In fact, I believe first off as I noted I do not qualify for the borderline 
personality disorder [sic: ditto] diagnosis. I think that the not otherwise specified 
diagnosis [sic: ditto] with borderline features is reasonable.
Q Borderline personality disorder [sic: ditto] with narcissistic features, right? 
A Yes.
Q You don't like to think of yourself as narcissistic?
A I think the only feature there which applies which is in the DSM is grandiosity. 
I'm mildly grandiose, and I am aware of that. But…
Q I didn't have a question.” - p. 225-226 - 2003-05 - Testimony by Kevin Eric 
Saunders (aka B.A.R.BLAYK) - Recommitment Hearing - scrunched.pdf 



• “Concept of Self: The patient describes himself as being ‘flaming, cute and 
hyperbolic.’ He tends to confidently exhibit himself and acts in a very self assured 
manner in displaying what he thinks are his achievements. He has a very high 
sense of self worth despite being seen by others around him as being egotistical, 
inconsiderate, and arrogant.”- Povinelli PhD 1997-06-14 - bold is boilerplate - 

MCMI-III - direct quotation from MCMI manual on Admirable Self-Image - 
http://www.millonpersonality.com/theory/diagnostic-taxonomy/
narcissistic.htm - “He has gross difficulties in acknowledging … [sic: two spaces 
indicated missing word in text - “responsibility”?] in the presence of his 
psychological problems and tends to blame others for them. Very clear paranoid 
projection is in evidence.” - characterizations repeated in 2003-04-08 EPC Paul 
Thaddeus Povinelli - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - feels that in the past 
his marijuana may have been "spiked" with hallucinatory drugs - INPATIENT 
Admission - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-4.pdf

“Testing at that time indicated a personality structure that was extremely 
narcissistic and at times he is minimally constrained by objective reality. He uses 
rationalization as a major defense. He is self deceptive and facile, and devises 
multiple reasons to justify his inconsiderate behaviors.
This patient will try to place himself in the best possible light despite evident short 
comings and failures. His Rorschach clearly indicated his impulse control was 
extremely poor, very self centered and manipulative. His Rorschach also indicated 
that he was sexually fixated. This patient has the capacity to be extremely 
exploitive of others. He has a very high sense of self worth despite being seen by 
others around him as being egotistical, inconsiderate and arrogant.”

“Does he have another diagnosis?” - “Axis II, we felt that he was somewhat 
borderline narcissistic in his personality. The primary diagnosis is Axis I.” - 
Povinelli p. 9

BLUNT EPILEPTOLOGY - “YOUR POT IS NOT” (medicinal)

IS SMOKING CANNABIS GOOD FOR EPILEPSY? No.

In addition, he has been referred to two specialists: Dr. Jodi Stackman, a 
neurologist in Ithaca, and Dr. Tawil, a neurologist sub-specializing in 
neuromuscular disorders, at the University of Rochester. Examinations by every 
physician involved have indicated no neurologic deficits whatsoever and a normal 
neurologic exam, even ' in the midst of complaints of symptoms. In addition, Mr. 
Saunders has had routine laboratory studies, advanced laboratory studies, nerve-
conduction velocity tests, X-rays and MRI's of his brain, which have all been within 



normal limits. As a part of his examination while on the inpatient unit at the RRFU, 
he had a routine EEG, which showed mildly slowing in one temporal region upon 
sleep. This was followed-up with a 72- hour video monitored EEG at the University 
of Rochester's Comprehensive Epilepsy Program. Results of this were reviewed with 
the entire neurology team. It was noted that Mr. Saunders indicated through several 
episodes that he was having neurologic symptoms. Despite this his EEG was 
perfectly normal and there was no clinical evidence of any abnormal seizure-like 
movements or other brain dysfunction. The conclusion of the neurologic team at
the University of Rochester was that Mr. Saunders has absolutely no neurologic 
deficits. He does not suffer from CIDP or from temporal lobe epilepsy. In addition, 
they felt that the use of marijuana was neither an immuno suppressant sufficient to 
treat CIDP nor was it an anticonvulsant sufficient to treat temporal lobe epilepsy. 
Further, they stated that is no laboratory testing such as what Mr. Saunders is 
requesting in terms of blood work that would either prove or disprove his claims of 
having an autoimmune disorder. Their conclusion was that given all the testing and 
examinations there is simply no evidence of any neurologic dysfunction in Mr. '. 
Saunders. - 1998-03-19 John Kennedy p. 14

cf. “absolutely no neurologic deficits” with the opinion of the speech therapy at IC 
who thought my speech patterns evidenced “a well-controlled speech impediment 
characteristic of left temporal lobe damage, which is probably also reflected in 
your sexuality.” - Psychiatrists regularly commented on my adding “um” to the end 
of my sentences, sometimes as an “affectation,” but could not bring themselves to 
the obvious conclusion - supported by Dick Cogger’s observation that I when 
starting work at Cornell I initially had a stutter that cleared up over time? - that I 
OBVIOUSLY HAVE A SPEECH IMPEDIMENT. I am currently suffering when 
emotionally overwrought from speech aphasias, I believe linked to my post-Lyme 
disorder (I expect this to improve). - AnneRose Blayk - June 4, 2018 

“He also underwent a routine EEG test on 2/11/98 which showed ‘mildly abnormal 
EEG because of occasional left temporal slowing seen best in drowsiness. This 
finding can suggest a functional or structural abnormality involving the same 
region.’” - 

“His speech is characteristic for him saying "uh" at end of sentences.” - p. 14 - 
1998-03-17 - Dr. Singh

“The rats run in, the rats run out!”
Dr. Povinelli in group to BARB, 2007, commenting on the state of my home

“Dr. Povinelli is a clown!” - Cara ? with vehement intensity

==> Povinelli comment in group about PCP plague in LA ca. 1980, widespread 



incidence of brain damage in PCP users caused by “copper in the drug as a result 
of a [bad synthesis].” - ?COIN_OP

• “Psychosis, although at times subtle, was pervasive across psychological tests and 
testing situations. When stressors are minimal this patient may withdraw into his 
dream world…” - Jane DeSmith PhD, 2003-09-11 Kashtan p. 17 - “… putting his 
resentments aside and attempting to convey an air of well-being. If these efforts 
give way under the slightest pressure, regulating his angry dismay, stirring up his 
dejection and his feelings of being misunderstood and mistreated, leading him to 
act out momentarily and then to retreat again into fantasy or despondency. Data are 
significant for recurrent periods of more psychotic functioning.”

“Arrogant, haughty behaviors characterize these individuals. They often display 
snobbish, disdainful, or patronizing attitudes (Criterion 9). For example, an 
individual with this disorder [NPD] may complain about a clumsy watier’s 
‘rudeness’ or ‘stupidity’ or conclude a medical evaluation with a condescending 
evaluation of the physician.” - DSM-IV 301.81 Narcissistic Personality Disorder, p. 
659

“'Personalities are like impressionistic paintings. At a distance, each person is ‘all of 
a piece’; up close, each is a bewildering complexity of moods, cognitions, and 
motives.” - Theodore Millon, Personality Disorders in Modern Life

“The Self-Other Polarity - Although organisms/personalities may be well-adapted to 
their environments, the existence of all life-forms is time-limited. Therefore, they 
develop a replication aim, that is, a way in which to leave progeny (in organisms) 
or place their interpersonal interest (in personalities). These strategies reflect what 
biologists have referred to as r- or self-propagating strategy, at one polar extreme, 
and K- or other-nurturing strategy, at the other extreme. Psychologically, the former 
strategy is disposed toward actions which maximize self-reproduction; here, 
organisms are egotistic, insensitive, inconsiderate, and socially uncaring; while the 
latter strategy is disposed toward protecting and sustaining kin or progeny; this 
leads to actions which are socially affiliative, intimate, caring, and solicitous.” - 
http://www.millonpersonality.com/theory/core-components/

evilution of error - survival of the baddest

you lack insight!

QUOTE “Crossing” - Deirdre McCloskey on the nature of “insight” as expected by 



clinicians: you are going to agree with me.

“Testing indicates that his personality structure is quite narcissistic and at times that 
he is minimally constrained by objective reality.” - Povinelli PhD 1997-06-14
==> “His personality was narcissistic and minimally constrained by objective 
reality.” - John Kennedy MD 1998

====> “Mr. Saunders currently suffers from the following mental illnesses: 4. 
V71.01 Adult Antisocial Behavior. This is diagnostically met when there is an adult 
antisocial behavior that is not due to a mental disorder.” - 

V71.01 “Adult Antisocial Behavior - This category can be used when the 
focus of clinical attention is adult antisocial behavior that is not due to a 
mental disorder (e.g., Conduct Disorder, Antisocial Personality Disorder, 
or an Impulse-Control Disorder). Examples include the behavior of some 
professional thieves, racketeers, or dealers in illegal substances.”

==> Povinelli “insight” —> Tara Belsare virus questioning, April Roberts/
Meghan Lawrence “he said he was angry” falsehood, Carol Cocchiola 
COMET emotional instability claim?, based on weird and mostly 
unbelievable claims regarding interviews with my bosses at Cornell?

• 330.20 vs. 730 exam: “CPL 330.20 examinations by Drs. Norman Lesswing and 
Paul Povinelli, 1997” - John Kennedy MD 1998 - vs. repeated Povinelli claim to 
have conducted a 730 examination!

• “I have never lost a case!” - Povinelli PhD

• “He is untrustworthy, people don't trust him.” - Povinelli PhD 1997-06-14

• “You’re getting the best!” - Dave Lambert PhD PoliSci, Director of the Network 
Technologies unit at Cornell Information Technologies

• “It was -- it could have been a substance induced psychosis.” 
“He did admit that he -- one -- he also stated that one of the reasons, one of the 
factors involved was anger which he had toward his girlfriend which caused him to 
ignite the trailer.” - April Roberts MD 2003-04-24

vs. ”And we could never get him to discuss any precipitants until finally the 
social worker asked him why did you burn down the trailer, and he said I 
was angry." - April Roberts MD - 2003-07-01 AnneRose Blayk f-k-a Kevin 
Eric Saunders Notes on Transcripts of Court Proceedings - Originals 
STOLEN while at EPC - COIN-OP EPC Tara Belsare OCR.pdf



- Did Meghan Lawrence persuade Dr. Roberts I said that?
“[After two weeks] I didn't see any hallucinations, but he does -- he does appear 
to have some persecutory -- I don't know if they were quite conclusions because 
he would not let me -- he will not let me answer -- ask him anything extensive 
because he will respond by talking a lot or changing the subject.” - ROFLMAO!
- April Roberts MD 2003-04-24

• “Patient is ambivalent about whether he has a mental illness or not. He fluctuates 
between acknowledging he has an illness to denying he has an illness.“ - Betty 
Golphin, SWII 2003-05-28 - http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzeblayk/testify/
therapyness/rrfu/2003-05-28%20RRFU%20Core%20History.pdf - anogsognosia

• “His earnings are substantially below what one would expect of someone with 
his education and abilities.” - Sue Heagney, CSW 10/23/97

Working as a professional in academia is generally like undertaking a career in a 
monastic cult: WTF do these people expect?!  Moreover? Since when is maximized 
personal income a valid measure of value to society? 
==> The “negative space” defined by the absence of “pathology” per psychiatric 
practice, the characteristics of a “high-functioning individual,” are very akin to 
those of the person idealized in economics as Homo Economicus: the “Rational 
Man,” focused on maximizing his “utility.” 

“PROCRUSTEAN PERSONALITY DISORDER”
LYING BY OMISSION: ABUSE OF THE PRIVILEGE OF HEARSAY TESTIMONY 
COPYPASTA DISEASE

— the “prozac defense” —
decompensation anosognosia, and begging the question

decompensation - “the failure to generate effective psychological coping mechanisms 
in response to stress, resulting in personality disturbance or disintegration, especially 

that which causes relapse in schizophrenia.”

Kevin Eric Saunders a/k/a bonze blayk 
is burning down houses again…

just like normal!

a valid deduction per adcopy on a Prozac-promo tissue box
- http://badtriprecords.biz/songs/dynasoar/gif/blayk/prozac/

• “Lots of people take Prozac, but they don’t burn down other people’s houses.” - 



Doreen Faber in meeting with Linda Riley LCSW

“We need to be tough on insanity acquittees, because otherwise a lot of criminals 
would try to take the plea.” - Doreen Faber

“I have never been convicted of a crime in any other state.” - “Are you sure?” - 
Doreen Faber

“The Prozac Defense” ANOSOGNOSIA and “Decompensation” 
(do not assume what you are supposed to prove: first, exclude the possibility of a 
General Medical Condition AND Medication/Drug reaction, but they always blame 
the marijuana!)

“… patients with Borderline Personality Disorder in general, and Mr. Saunders in 
particular, have a very high likelihood of decompensating during periods of 
stress…”

“DETERMINATION OF DANGEROUSNESS:  There is no reliable evidence apart 
from Mr. Saunders' statements that he was psychotic at the time of the offense. It 
would appear that if Mr. Saunders was indeed psychotic at all, it was only transient 
and clearly associated with stressors as a result of intense anger and interpersonal 
conflict with his ex-girlfriend.” - John Kennedy MD 1998

Reasonable but insufficient attention to the Three-Way Train Wreck analysis:
Dr. Lippert - TCMH records - 2012-07-24 Filings Confidential.pdf

Noted, but zero analysis of Prozac: 1998-03-17 Dr. Singh - scrunched - signed.pdf - 
1998-03-19 John Kennedy 330-20 evaluation.pdf

• “The work group also clarified that mania induced by treatment with 
antidepressant medication counts as a manic episode for the purpose of diagnosing 
bipolar I disorder.” - “DSM-5 and Psychotic and Mood Disorders” - George F. 
Parker - The Journal of the American Academy for Psychiatry and the Law - http://
jaapl.org/content/42/2/182

The Prozac Defense Cont.: “You’re a narcissistic fantasy-hero!”

“Many narcissists make the past and present much more 
hostile to their ambitions than it really was or is. In so 
doing, the individual feeling and experiencing personal failures 
has a means of deflecting personal responsibility. They may 



contemptuously assert, for example, that years of their life 
have been lost to the ignorance of others, who failed to 
recognize the true merits of their ideas or achievements or 
inadvertently stood in their way out of narrow-minded 
conventionalism or lack of courage to change.” - Personality 
Disorders in Modern Life - SECOND EDITION - THEODORE MILLON and 
Seth Grossman Carrie Millon Sarah Meagher Rowena Ramnath

“Narcissists, however, are above convention: It is only 
others who must live by rules and subordinate themselves meekly 
to standards.” - WE MAKE THE STANDARDS HERE YO’ BETTAH LISSEN 
UP! - Personality Disorders in Modern Life

“Loquacious and opinionated, Dr. Millon, who described 
himself as an exemplar of ‘secure narcissism,’ became a kind of 
institution unto himself after laying a foundation for the study 
of personality disorders.” - New York Times obituary - THE 
PLURIPOTENT NARCISSIST IS ATTRACTED TO THE PROFESSION OF 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY FOR THE SAKE OF “PROMOTING A HEALTHY SOCIETY 
BY HELPING OTHERS” BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! -

In one of his books, an encyclopedia of behavioral 
scientists called “Masters of the Mind” (2004), he included an 
entry for “Theodore Millon (1928 — ).” Dr. Millon, he wrote of 
himself, was distinguished from many others in the book “by the 
fact that he appears, contrawise, to be invariably buoyant, if 
not jovial. Critics are not invariably enamored, however, 
finding his work to be, at times, too speculative, his writing 
unduly imaginative, and his creativity overly expansive.” - By 
BENEDICT CAREYJAN. JAN 31, 2014 - https://www.nytimes.com/
2014/02/01/us/theodore-millon-a-student-of-personality-dies-
at-85.html

“Although he apparently enjoyed a period of stability between 1997 and 
2002, his two recent psychotic episodes appear to mark an end to such stability. Of 
particular concern is the fact that defendant's relapses were rather sudden and 
apparently triggered by the kinds of stress that could occur at any time.” - “In 
1997, defendant presented with pressured speech and paranoid thinking.… Dr. 
Povinelli concluded that defendant still had some residual psychosis. Defendant 
stated that he was still receiving messages through the radio but attributed all of his 
symptoms to a drug disorder.” - “He also asserted the possibility that this psychotic 
episode [January 1997] was caused by a reaction to medicine.” - 2003-05-22 - 
Judge Rowley - Order of Recommitment.pdf

THE reason for the all-too-typical insistence that an insanity plea under 
M’Naghten based on a delusional disorder must be a fraud, a cover-up: “If Kevin 



Eric Saunders a/k/a bonze blayk burned down a trailer with the best of intentions, is 
it possible that the things I myself do with the best of intentions are equally 
destructive?”

THE ROAD TO HELL IS PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS

• “Decompensation: Psychology - In psychology, the term [decompensation] refers 
to the inability to maintain defense mechanisms in response to stress, resulting in 
personality disturbance or psychological imbalance. Some who suffer from 
narcissistic personality disorder or borderline personality disorder may 
decompensate into persecutory delusions to defend against a troubling reality.[4]” 
- Wikipedia - ‘Decompensation’ (redirected from ‘Narcissistic Decompensation’) 

4)  Theodore Million (2011). Disorders of Personality: Introducing a DSM / 
ICD Spectrum from Normal to Abnormal 3rd Edition. Wiley. pp. 407–408. ISBN 
978-0470040935.

behind the green paywall
u needz gettin brainrape

bcoz auer sickological studiez is “fur expurts only!”

“WARNING! This text is printed for the personal use of the subscriber to PEP 
Web and is copyright to the Journal in which it originally appeared. It is illegal to 
copy, distribute or circulate it in any form whatsoever.”

- MCMI-III - DECOMPENSATION - "Thoughts on Narcissism and Narcissistic 
Rage" - Heinz Kohut, M.D..pdf

- 

IATROGENIC ANOSOGNOSIA: SOLE MENTION OF PROZAC AND 
TRAZODONE IN THE TOMPKINS COUNTY COURT RECORD:

“At age of 23 he moved to·Ithaca where he was accepted to graduate school in 
Economics. He could not pursue this education because of emotional problems.”
“For his anxiety and depression he was seen by Dr. Matusiawicz, prescribed lithium 
and Prozac. Patient refused to take. Though doctor explained to him he has 
underlying affective disorder.”
“On 5/8/02 he had an appointment at EPC Outpatient Clinic where he was 
prescribed Trazodone, Prozac and Vistaril which patient refused to take as he felt 
medications had interaction on his liver enzymes and the clinic psychiatrist was 
intentionally doing harm to him.” - COPYPASTA SYNDROME
“He was seen by a psychiatrist on 117/97 who prescribed Trazodone and Prozac 



but he ended up in ER complaining loss of sensation, heart palpitation, dry mouth, 
foot pains, urinary problems and shortness of breath. Believed that Trazodone was 
responsible for his panic like symptoms. He stopped medications and started 
smoking pot.” - COPYPASTA SYNDROME
- 2004-04-19 EPC Savithri Satti - SCREENING-ADMISSION NOTE and 
PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira 
Psychiatric Center - Admission Record - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-7.pdf - 
“At age of23 he moved to·Ithaca where he was accepted to graduate school in 
Economics. He could not pursue this education because of emotional problems.” - 
MAKING SHIT UP.

“Mr. Saunders was being prescribed Prozac and Trazodone by Dr. Singh at the time 
of the offense. He admits to not taking his medications as prescribed because he 
did not agree with his diagnosis and felt the medications were causing him to have 
unpleasant side effects. He felt that he had a neurological disorder known as 
Guillain-Barre Syndrome.” - S. Khan MD 2007-09-10

“He stated that at the time he was "psychotic and delusional" but he attributed this 
to medications (Prozac and Trazodone) which had been prescribed a few days 
earlier.” - FIVE YEARS OFF - 2003-09-03 Dr Deakin - TOO.pdf

• “In her note, Dr. Belsare describes Mr. Saunders as "congenital, excessive 
attention to detail. Believes himself to be the victim of malpractice in the past. 
Believes all psychiatrists, including myself, to be incompetent. [COIN_OP: “You say 
we’re conspiring against you!” — “No, I’m saying you’re incompetent!… but how 
can you not be? The human brain is the most complex object in the known 
universe!”] He believes that his experience with Trazodone, Prozac and Vistaril is 
due to the interaction of these medications on his liver enzymes and that the 
psychiatrist who allegedly prescribed them did so intentionally to do him harm.” - 
2003-09-03 Dr Kashtan - TOO.pdf

“He remains preoccupied with the idea that his past psychotic decompensation 
was caused by MCPP, the byproduct of Trazodone.” - 2003-09-03 Dr Kashtan - 
TOO.pdf

• “Patient would exhibit tense posturing while talking about development of 
psychotic symptoms in January 1997 due to prescribed Prozac and Trazodone.” - 
2003-09-11 Igor Kashtan MD.pdf

“He called many of his past mental health care providers ‘incompetent’ and ‘liars.’ 
Patient insisted that his psychotic decompensation in February 1997 was caused by 
the interaction of Trazodone and Prozac and was secondary to mCPP formed from 



Trazodone after he took Fluoxetine. Mr. Saunders' thought process was 
circumstantial with occasional tangentiality.” - 2004-09-07 RPC Igor Kashtan - RPC 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY-SERVICE PLAN - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - 
AnneRose Blayk - Dr Igor Kashtan Rochester Psychiatric Center Discharge 
Summary - A8001001A09G02B55641C84121.pdf - COPYPASTA SYNDROME

• “The pt has progressed but continues to have a fixed delusional system.” - 2003 - 
2004 Treatment Plan Review Documents (3) - scrunched.pdf

“Rosen has suggested that the following terms often appear in psychobabble: co-
dependent, delusion, denial, dysfunctional, empowerment, holistic, meaningful 
relationship, multiple personality disorder, narcissism, psychosis, self-actualization, 
synergy, and mindfulness.” - Wikpedia entry on “Psychobabble” quoting originator 
R.D. Rosen - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychobabble

“Geschwindiosity”
speak to me!

• “The patient was seen by a neurologist, Dr. Stackman, he did not agree with that 
diagnosis [Geschwind Syndrome, not yet raised] and instead gave the patient the 
diagnosis of Alcohol Dependence.” - Sue Heagney, CSW 10/23/97 - ?COIN_OP

• “His speech was marked by extreme logorrhea and a stylized presentation with 
frequent inflection of "uh" or "eh" at the end of sentences.” - 1997-06-14 Dr. 
Leswing.pdf

• “Amplitude and quality of speech was quite atypical. He ended all his sentences 
with the word ‘Um’.” - “This patient tends to act in a very strange and peculiar 
manner with affectations about his dress and speech patterns.” - Povinelli PhD 
1997-06-14

• “Amplitude and quality of speech were normal, however he ended a number of 
his sentences with the word "um". As I was listening to him speak there seemed to 
be an affectation.” - 2003-04-08 EPC Paul Thaddeus Povinelli - Kevin E Saunders 
SSA Medical Records - feels that in the past his marijuana may have been "spiked" 
with hallucinatory drugs - INPATIENT Admission - 
A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-4.pdf

• “His speech is of normal rate and rhythm. His speech is characteristic for him 
saying ‘uh’ at end of sentences.” - “Dr. Povinelli also commented on patient's 
unusual mannerisms especially his speech where he ended all his sentences with 



the ‘um.’” - 1998-03-17 Dr. Singh - scrunched - signed.pdf

• “When he first came to Cornell in 1985, he was very much counterculture and 
shy, and had a slight stutter.” - 1998-03-19 John Kennedy 330-20 evaluation.pdf

•  “Further, patient was seen,for competency evaluation by Dr. Leverrier on 
4/11/97. In this interview, patient was reported to be irritable, somatically 
preoccupied, thoughts being over elaborate especially when talking about his 
neurological symptoms and continued to believe that he was set up for DWI and 
that his drink was spiked. His speech was slightly pressured. The impression was 
"competent to stand trial, marijuana dependence, ? brief psychotic episode, ? mood 
disorder-- organic, ? neurological disorder." - Kevin E. Saunders March 17, 1998 
Page 11 - 1998-03-17 Dr. Singh - scrunched - signed.pdf

• “Speech was spontaneous, slightly pressured and he would often "ahem" at the 
end of the sentence. Affect was expansive with frequent gesturing, mood appeared 
slightly elevated. Thoughts were circumstantial and occasionally tangential which 
necessitated frequent redirection. There was no overt delusional content elicited, 
however, paranoid ideation was evident (.e.g. his girlfriend conspired against him 
in the 1996 Arson, past treatment providers falsified his records and deliberately 
tried to harm him, someone ‘spiked’ his drink which resulted in a DWI).” - 
2003-09-03 Dr Deakin - TOO.pdf

• “Speech-, normal, coherent, relevant. He added to his sentences ‘um’.” - 
2004-04-19 EPC Savithri Satti - SCREENING-ADMISSION NOTE and PSYCHIATRIC 
EVALUATION - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric Center 
- Admission Record - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-7.pdf

• “He is a very unusual man in his appearance, identifications, speech and ideas.” - 
2003-09-24 Rory Houghtalen MD.pdf

• “His speech is of normal rate, tone, and volume. In the past, especially when Mr. 
Saunders was anxious, his speech was characteristic for saying "uh," at the end of 
sentences. Recently it's been observed just minimally on those occasions when Mr. 
Saunders is mildly anxious.” - 2004-09-07 RPC Igor Kashtan - RPC DISCHARGE 
SUMMARY-SERVICE PLAN - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - AnneRose 
Blayk - Dr Igor Kashtan Rochester Psychiatric Center Discharge Summary - 
A8001001A09G02B55641C84121.pdf

• “Amplitude and quality of speech was basically normal however he continues to 
end all his sentences with the word ‘om’.” - 2004-09-20 EPC Paul Thaddeus 
Povinelli - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric Center - 



Povinelli -  A8001001A09F19B75412C89624.pdf

• “Relevant, coherent and well-modulated speech; normal in all respects.” - 
2009-08-26 - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Record - AnneRose Blayk - M. Graff 
PsyD - RECOMMEND DENIAL - Insufficient evidence for repeated decompensation 
- 299A8001001A09I03A84820H50198.pdf

psychotic reaction to cannabis

YOU DON’T KNOW HOW BAD YOU GOT IT!

• “Thought Content: Preoccupation regarding his feelings of mistreatment by 
medical and legal systems lack of normal response
grandiose persecutory delusions: He believes that pharmaceutical manufacturers 
conspire to keep marijuana off the market” - “ .
DRUG & ALCOHOL ABUSE: Caffeine -four cups per day, THC -1/4 joint daily 
--,very minimized; tobacco -1/2 package per day; alcohol, two beers ‘occasionally.’ 
HIV tested negative. Client appears to be highly minimizing drug use. Has had 
DWAI conviction.” - 2002-05-08 EPC - Tara Belsare OUTPATIENT admission - 
Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric - Belsare - 
A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-2.pdf

• “Patient also states he experiences changes in his visual perception periodically, 
experiences strange smells of sulfa. The possibility of uncinate seizures should be 
considered. The patient states that he smokes marijuana on a daily basis and feels 
that in the past his marijuana may have been ‘spiked’ with hallucinatory drugs.” - 
2003-04-08 EPC Paul Thaddeus Povinelli - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - 
feels that in the past his marijuana may have been "spiked" with hallucinatory drugs 
- INPATIENT Admission - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-4.pdf

• “In MICA groups Mr. Saunders would minimize the amount of cannabis that he 
has used in the past and contribute detrimental effects of cannabis to the extra 
chemicals that, in his opinion, were often added by dealers to the cannabis in order 
to increase profit.” - 2004-09-07 RPC Igor Kashtan

• “During this time [therapy with Anna Matusiewicz MD], Mr. Saunders, admitted 
to episodes of hitting his wife when he was trying to taper his use of marijuana.” - S. 
Khan MD 2012-09-14 p. 29



disorderly order/lies

the sheepskin psychosis and
“PROCRUSTEAN PERSONALITY DISORDER”

the punitive impulse in the practice of psychiatry: malignant counter-transference

• “Mr. Saunders admits to having extreme difficulty with interpersonal relationships.  
He has narcissistic and borderline features which make it difficult for him to engage 
in meaningful relationships with others.” - S. Khan MD 2007-09-10

• “Some people are ineducable.” - Ronald Leifer MD 

• “These people are dangerous.” - Ronald Leifer MD



poisoning
combinatorial poisoning

“We are all being poisoned.” - AnneRose Blayk

Poisonings: Bold physical, Italic those by druggings I proved by myself:

1 1992-02-15 - Rumors implying responsibility for Pilgrim MBDF virus (social)
2 1996-12-22 - Alcohol - DWI (ETOH + social)
3 1996-12-29 - False rape charge + Firearms charge (social)
4 1997-06-15 - MCMI-III Povinelli attributions of Narcissism - “Nobody trusts him.”
5 1997-01-04 - Prozac + Trazodone ==> mCPP (Lippert weak confirm in report)
6 2002-04-29 - PCP
7 2002-05-08 - Belsare Bipolar I & NPD diagnoses (social) †
8 2003-04-01 - PCP ==> brain damage (Roberts confirmed in testimony)
9 2003-09-03 - 2010-01-10 -  9/1/03 Risperdal - 6/01/08 Seroquel - 1/1/10
10 2014-10-10 - Cyberhacked - and earlier?
11 2014-10-01 - v2cigs Adderal poisoning? “If” - “Maybe?” - John Lenz pot?
12 2016-09-06 - SPICE
13 2017-01-12 - Geodon/Sustenna Cayuga Medical Center TOO (medico-social)

† Diagnosis: 
Psychotic Disorder NOS 298.9 Principal: No Severity / Course Specifier: Mild 
Provisional: No 
Comments: With anger·and conspiratorial delusions as primary feature. 

“Anger and conspiratorial delusions” because I was rather pissed off that I 
had proven that I had suffered from Poisoning #5 - resulting in the arson - 
with no response whatsoever from the OMH, and because I said I thought 
BigPharma conspired to keep medical marijuana illegal? CLEARLY 
paranoid ideation! - Poisoner Tara Belsare MD - I have linked her to the 
2003 PCP Takedown courtesy of a malign “anonymous” email sent to 
CRASH@ANGRYSAMOANS.COM 2003-03-19 featuring one of her 
trademark misspellings! Beauty, eh? - and the MasterChefs of Reason in 
BigPysch repeatedly attributed Conspiracy Theories to me which I never 
held! MasterChefs such as Belsare herself!

==> Braineaters? ==> METAPHORICAL CANNIBALISM. SADISTS.

2018-05-24 - Steve Tien requesting that I calculate my age to 2000-what? in order 
to gauge my rationality? No wonder I’m pissed off!

And expects me to reel off my “history” while he is NOT taking notes, as if 
we can assume a linear perspective on that history is meaningful - a straightforward 
interaction of cause and effect in a mechanical model - billiards is more 
complicated than that? - and we’re looking at snooker! AND that he’s gonna be 



able to Deanwise! keep it all straight in his head - my memory is sooo good I 
graddyated with a PhD! “My union card is proof positive I am superior!”

And offering this weak critique of IQ - citing an unnamed study that around 
145 people tend to be unsuccessful? Was that it? I came back with the story about 
Todd, that this society drives people insane.

• “When off psychiatric medications patient does have the potential to be lethal 
to either himself or others.” - 2003-04-09 Elmira Psychiatric Center Core 
History.pdf - IRONY ALERT - they had reversed the narrative of the Adverse Drug 
Reaction! - no mention of the Three-Way Train Wreck - “It was not until his 
treatment team met with him July and strongly recommended that he utilize his 
Level III privileges in hopes of improving his interpersonal relationship skills that he 
began to use them.” - LOLOL - “A consultant from the Division of Forensic 
Services, Dr. Belfry [sic “Belfi”], met with the treatment team to discuss Mr. 
Saunders progress. In addition Dr. Belfry interviewed with Mr. Saunders and 
performed testing. In particular Psychopathy Test. Dr. Belfry will be submitting a 
report to the Division of Forensic Services with his recommendations. The treatment 
team is awaiting the outcome of this report.” - cf. Jordan Peterson PhD: you must 
develop the ability to be dangerous!
 - “Patient identifies himself as a Unitarian, however when speaking with patient's 
exwife she reports that he also participates in some pagan rituals. Patient did not 
report this as part of his spiritual beliefs and/or practices.” - [gawps in 
amazement]

• “He also becomes physically assaultive when not on medication.” - Khan MD - 
2007-09-10 Dr. Khan Cond Release.pdf

fatal

“Yes, figuratively speaking. Intellectually heavy lifting is involved in 
computer programming. You have to be correct and mistakes can be fatal.” - 
cf. lethal

THE SPIKE

• “He was very vigilant and fearing that people were conspiring against him, that 
people were poisoning marijuana that he was smoking, that the conspiracy is 
against him.” - Paul Thaddeus Povinelli PhD - p. 8 - 2003-04-24 KES Release 
Hearing - Elmira - signed v1.pdf



• “In the past he has stated ‘We are all involved in a pretty amazing plot. Lots of 
people are doing the plotting.....If it were God doing the plotting he would get 
everyone safe and onboard.’” - 2004-09-20 EPC Paul Thaddeus Povinelli - Kevin E 
Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric Center - Povinelli -  
A8001001A09F19B75412C89624.pdf / 2003-04-08 EPC Paul Thaddeus Povinelli - 
Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - feels that in the past his marijuana may 
have been "spiked" with hallucinatory drugs - INPATIENT Admission - 
A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-4.pdf

Q. Now, he told you about his marijuana use. Did he see that it might have 
precipitated his admission? [Carol Cocchiola]
A. He felt his marijuana may have been spiked. Someone might have put 
something in the marijuana. [Povinelli] - p 11. - Povinelli Rowley TESTIMONY

“The patient states that he smokes marijuana on a daily basis and feels that in the 
past his marijuana may have been ‘spiked’ with hallucinatory drugs. Patient further 
states that· he has no recollection of the violent acting out behavior that occurred 
this past weekend or the behavior that precipitated this hospitalization.” [bad cess 
from Alice Richardson?] - “He has been suicidal on and off and in the past has 
been extremely paranoid. Patient has a history of having a radio able to talk to him 
and direct him. At times he feels he was set up for DWIs [ONE] in the past and that 
his drinks are spiked by the police department who have it in for him.” - 
2003-04-08 EPC Paul Thaddeus Povinelli - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - 
“The patient states that he smokes marijuana on a daily basis and feels that in the 
past his marijuana may have been ‘spiked’ with hallucinatory drugs.” - 2003-04-08 
INPATIENT Admission - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-4.pdf - “In the past the 
patient felt that his marijuana may have been ‘spiked’ with hallucinatory drugs” - 
2004-09-20 - WHERE ARE THE “CONSPIRACIES”? - PCP TAKEDOWN. “But that’s 
just… paranoid!” - COIN_OP 

ASSEMBLE:

Povinelli
Lesswing
MCMI-III DIA
Millon brief description of NPD decompensation
Letter of 1997-10-27 - ALL TRUE

• “Q. And as far as any risk to others or himself, can you tell us how he would be a 



risk.
A. Yes. He did admit that he -- one -- he also stated that one of the reasons, one of 
the factors involved was anger which he had toward his girlfriend which caused 
him to ignite the trailer. And he continues to have -- like I said earlier, he continues 
to have periods of irritability and visible anger which is out of proportion to the 
situation. And his thinking is illogical.” - Carol Cocchiola and April Roberts MD - 
2003-04-24 KES Release Hearing - Elmira - signed v1.pdf p. 43

==> TODO: scan work product on bug fixes while at EPC!

“And we could never get him to discuss any precipitants until finally the 
social worker asked him why did you burn down the trailer, and he said I was 
angry.” - 2003-09-17 - COIN_OP - Notes on Rowley Recommitment Hearing 
Transcript - Belsare.pdf

- “The Orthogonal Question” - did Meghan Lawrence intentionally pose a 
question tangential to the arson in which I did respond that I was angry, and then 
use that to persuade Dr. Roberts it was relevant to the arson? I CANNOT RECALL! 
- e.g., “Why did you hit her?” - I was angry, and struck her twice on her left biceps 
in an act of pre-emptive aggression: I AM NOT GOING TO STAND HERE AND 
ALLOW YOU TO BEAT ON ME!

==> “You’re smart enough to know how to lie.” - Meghan Lawrence 
- tell

• “Patient's exwife reports that he had been physically aggressive with her in the 
past as does his current house mate Alice Richardson.  She reports when 
decompensated and off of his medications he can become very agitated and 
threatening.” - 2003-04-09 Elmira Psychiatric Center Core History.pdf - Inference: 
Alice wanted me “medicated”? - Münchausen’s Syndrome by Proxy
 
• “Tompkins Cty MH progress notes: 3/18/09 - No psychosis or suicidality elicited. 
Choreoathetoid movements of ankles noted. Rx Seroquel 50 mgs ; next appt in 3 
months. Rx changed in 7/08 to resolve oro-buccal movement [TONGUE-
THRUSTING!]. D/C artane, ativan, risperdal. Dx of Schizophrenia unclear. 
6/24/09 - Mild tardive dyskinesia; mild affective blunting; inappropriate affect; 
mood blandly euthymic; No psychosis or suicidality. Affective difficulties a 
moderate hindrance to working. Seroquel 50 mgs.” - 

I have survived in large part because I have never truly disgraced 
myself; I really don’t have much besides rather ordinary human 
failings to feel guilt over?



Otherwise I might well have succumbed to the temptation to 
suicide while under torture with neuroleptics, which left me feeling 
awful physically, uncoordinated, ineffectual, without memories 
besides bad ones, and thinking “I ought to kill myself” ALL DAY 
LONG. I felt awful about myself, but mostly as a “hopeless loser”?

Under the impact of the continual shaming to which I was 
subjected by “experts in mental health”… guilt-tripping : cultic 
behavior

EVEN THOUGH THAT AIN’T NOHOW HARDLY TRUE!

• TIMELINES - why are they so bad, in a uniformly detrimental fashion?
1) The Plot!
2) “The Cult of Personology” and MCMI-III NPD boilerplate!

“At the age of 17, he met Jodi Hochberg while in a summer program at Cornell [sic] 
before attending college. Mr. Saunders developed an intense attachment to Ms. 
Hochberg, which he reported as being nonsexual [sic].… He reported dreaming 
about her every night for years.…” - John Kennedy MD 1998

At the age of 17, he met Jodi Hochberg while in a summer program at Cornell 
before attending college. Mr. Saunders developed an intense attachment to Ms. 
Hochberg, which he reported as being nonsexual. Mr. Saunders stated that they 
ended up going to different colleges and through correspondence he found out that 
she had lied to him, was interested in another man, and broke up with him. He 
stated "I had my heart broken, it was awful, and I started contemplating suicide 
after that. It was terribly sad that life can have such pain." He reported dreaming 
about her every night for years, "I was plagued by dreams that I was near Jodi, but I 
couldn't see her or talk to her. For example, I was in a van and Jodi was rolled up in 
a blanket and I wanted to talk to her but I couldn't. It was awful." When asked to 
explain why Jodi lied to him, Mr. Saunders stated, "she liked my adulation and 
praise. "

hearing voices

“On 2/11/97, ,Dr. Annette Brink stated that Mr. Saunders told her that his paranoia 
was present for years and that he felt ‘trapped in a plot,’ that Mr. Saunders stated 
the Prozac helped for hysteroid dysphoria, and that ‘voices on the radio told him to 
burn down the trailer,’ although there were no current psychotic symptoms.” - 
1998-03-19 John Kennedy 330-20 evaluation.pdf



i’m from Arkansas, and it makes a difference!

• “Cultural Issues: None as he was born and brought up in this country.” - 
2004-04-19 EPC Savithri Satti - SCREENING-ADMISSION NOTE and PSYCHIATRIC 
EVALUATION - Kevin E Saunders SSA Medical Records - Elmira Psychiatric Center 
- Admission Record - A8001001A09F19B75412C89624-7.pdf

MCMI-III Qualification Levels

QUALIFICATION LEVEL C:
Tests with a C qualification require a high level of expertise in test 
interpretation, and can be purchased by individuals with:

• A doctorate degree in psychology, education, or closely related 
field with formal training in the ethical administration, scoring, and 
interpretation of clinical assessments related to the intended use 
of the assessment.

• OR
• Licensure or certification to practice in your state in a field related 

to the purchase.
• OR
• Certification by or full active membership in a professional 

organization (such as APA, NASP, NAN, INS) that requires training 
and experience in the relevant area of assessment.



we had to destroy the village in order to save it!
autobiographies are “problematic”

because as Psychology trains its adepts:
“Everybody but us is delusional!”

“Adler illuminates both why some people fought Bailey so hard and why any 
scientific account of transsexuality may ultimately deny many trans people 
psychological relief that their own coherent autobiographies can provide—however 
factually problematic these autobiographies, like all autobiographies, are. Adler 
thus hints that, from a clinical psychological standpoint, Blanchard’s theory could 
sometimes result in a case of ‘the surgery was successful but the patient died.’” - 
from Dreger and responses.pdf (2008) - Alice Dreger citing Jonathan Adler on 
paradigmatic vs. narrative modes of explanation, which appears to reduce to object 
vs. subject and “efficient vs. teleological” causes (HOW TOTALLY NOVEL :-/ and 
note widespread mal-interpretation of Stanley Libet’s work regarding the role of 
conscious reflection modulating pre-existing motor impulses later experienced as 
“purposive” action) - and what about survival motives as opposed to this “identity” 
bullshit? - the  “what” vs. “who” I am is not part of “narrative reasoning”? Where is 
the historical sensibility in this? This perspective reduces all narratives to 
explanations for one’s mythos-motivated “Hero System!”

“Bruner (1986) wrote about two modes of thought humans use in interpreting and 
understanding the world and their experiences. He wrote:

...one mode, the paradigmatic or logico-scientific one, attempts to 
fulfill the ideal of a formal, mathematical system of description and 
explanation. It employs categorization or conceptualization and 
the operations by which categories are established, instantiated, 
idealized, and related to one another to form a system. (p. 12, 
emphasis added)

The paradigmatic mode is the mode of science and is concerned with logically 
categorizing the world. The other mode, which Bruner called the narrative mode, is 
concerned with the meaning that is ascribed to experiences through stories. Bruner 
(1986) explains that these stories are about ‘human or humanlike intention and 
action and the vicissitudes and consequences that mark their course’ (p. 13). They 
capture people’s own explanations about what they want and how they go about 
achieving it.”

“Which cultural script is the best to adapt for one’s own narrative identity is an 
incredibly important question; it determines who you believe you are. [NOT 
“what”?] But it is a question firmly grounded in the narrative mode, not in the 
paradigmatic mode. The merits of a given self-narrative cannot be judged on their 



ability to generalize and categorize. The primary psychological way to assess the 
value of one’s narrative identity is from within a narrative framework: Does the 
narrative effectively capture your perspective on  [NOT “history of”!] your 
shifting intentions and actions?” - WTF - This “paradigmatic vs. narrative” 
antimony reminds me of C.P. Snow’s “Two Cultures” analysis of “science vs. 
humanities” from so very long ago!

• “Therapy is an unusual experience in life, one explicitly focused on transforming 
the self in a positive way. People enter psychotherapy in a negative state with the 
intention of working towards healing.” 

“The paradigmatic argument for autogynephilia has received some scientific 
support for its ability to accurately predict certain theoretically and clinically 
meaningful observable behaviors, though, like all worthwhile scientific findings, it is 
not undisputed.” - like General Relativity, right? </boggles> - you have entered the 
Twilight Zone! (of “Clinical Psychology”)

- “Two Modes of Thought: The Narrative/Paradigmatic Disconnect in the Bailey 
Book Controversy” - Jonathan M. Adler - Arch Sex Behav - DOI 10.1007/
s10508-008-9318-0 - PEER COMMENTARY



SOCIAL HACKING NULL HYPOTHESIS:

“No coordinated social hacking outside of the OMH or ordinary Ithaca gossip 
concerning AnneRose Blayk occurred”

1 Reject personal antipathy, ordinary dislike, grouches griping… as they will!
2 Reject transmisogyny
3 Reject ambivalent or hostile background gossip, in a very gossipy little town: 

“You’re infamous!” LOL - “A true friend will stab you in the front.”
4 Reject between-group animosity, dislike of punk/metal “posers”
5 Reject/ACCEPT coordinated social hack by the OMH, bang-on effects, 

publication of >300 pages of private clinical record by Judge Rowley
6 Reject/ACCEPT social hack on Mike (Photoshopped Facebook post)

vs. ASSUME ZERSETZUNG and work from there
Dali’s paranoiac-critical method

1997-10-27 AnneRose Blayk - KES Letter to Sue Heagney - TAPO - Exhibits 
Placed in Evidence for Recommitment 2003-05-27.pdf

31. Note by Susan Heagney, SWS I, enrollment in Cornell Graduate School.
41. Letter from Kevin Saunders to Susan Heagney, SWS I, dated 10/27/97.
42. Curriculum vitae of Kevin Eric Saunders.
43. Personal statement of medical history and recent physical and 

psychological symptoms dated 4/28/97 by Kevin Saunders.
44. Information from various web pages dated 5/21/97 on complex partial 

seizures and Geschwind Syndrome printed by Kevin Saunders.
45. MEDLINE search by Kevin E. Saunders results dated 10/16/97 on side 

effects of SSRI's.
4.6. Web page printouts by Kevin Saunders on medical uses of marijuana 

dated 10/27/97.
47. Library research printout on Borderline Personality Disorder conducted 

1993 by Kevin Saunders.
48. Approximately 100 pages of letters to the editors, letters to political 

figures, poems, songs, and other diatribes by Kevin Saunders with 
various dates.

49. Coding productivity estimates for Kevin Saunders dated 1995- 1997. 
May 1, 1995 - November 22, 1997 (620 days) 34,000 lines, -55 lines/day

4. Phone interview with David Lambert on 2/24/98 for approximately 30 
minutes.

6. Phone interview with Dick Cogger by Susan Heagney, SWS I, on 3/17/98 
for approximately 30 minutes



5. Phone interview with Susan Hamann on 2/26/97 for approximately one 
hour. - “Another essential element of baroque painting was allegory; 
every painting told a story and had a message, often encrypted in 
symbols and allegorical characters, which an educated viewer was 
expected to know and read.” - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baroque

- were these records hacked ab initio? ???

perjury/bearing false witness
“the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth”

vs. “Upon information and belief” - The Liar’s Cult

Amari Meader
Sergeant Curatolo
Inspector Hall/Every officer concerned with my arson arrest -

“Troop C Syndrome”s
Alice Richardson (seems pretty clear)
Tara Belsare
Meghan Lawrence (source of “He said he was angry” false quotation?)
April Roberts
Paul Thaddeus Povinelli
(and all BigPsych drones who relied on their “testimony” thereafter)

“We are not looking at incipient megalomania here … 
… we are looking at full-blown megalomania!” 

- BARB to Kevin Field PhD as she left their first meeting

“This is a war on RELIGION!”

Megalomania -> Grandiose Delusions -> Persecutory Delusion -> Delusion -
> Querulous Paranoia

“you’re going to call the police… on ME!???” - Jonathan Hochberg

YUP. - The IPD Officer griped… “He’s hard to get hold of.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandiose_delusions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persecutory_delusion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delusion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Querulant


“EGOMANIA” - a term invented by Max Nordau, in the Holy Cause of 
protecting Civilization from… “Modernists!” LOL

“Therefore, [Nordau] called upon judges, teachers, politicians, all those who 
wished to protect civilization, to organize repression and censorship. As for 
psychiatrists, their role would be predominant in such academia of "honest 
people" in charge of condemning "works that speculate on immorality". Any artist 
whom this small cluster of "the most qualified men of the people" might dislike 
would be doomed, because in such case "both the man and his work would be 
annihilated»” - Wikipedia, citing Max Nordau’s Degeneration (1892).

GINA RINEHART SYNDROME - Hoarding Disorder in DSM-5
seen in perversions of collectivist orders, including hyper-capitalism;
Some or many BigPsych adherents are likewise suffering from GRS,

as they hoard persons within institutions under illegitimately acquired State 
sanction. 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES CRUCIAL TO SUCCESS 
IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

persistence, attention to detail, and critical scrutiny
… which in due proportion as character traits alongside gifts in high intelligence and logical reasoning confer 

superpowers in writing and debugging code … 
translate into the jargon of psychiatry as …

“perseveration, circumstantiality, and paranoia”

the thing is what it is: A is A; 
by observation or inference A may be like B;

but A is never NULL-A.

• “Cognitive Function: … Abstraction: When asked to interpret ‘A rolling stone 
gathers no moss,’ he replied, ‘You don't stay in one place; you're not going to 
pickup anything valuable or but moss is undesirable.’ - Intact with notable 
superficiality which precludes inductive potential.” - Tara Belsare MD - 

“It seems reasonable to propose that some psychological phenomena might be 
pathogenic in the presence of decreased intelligence, psychometrically defined, 
but normative or even abnormally useful in the presence of increased 
intelligence.”
“We limited our two participant samples to a creatively diverse but high-IQ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Nordau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teacher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politician
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychiatrist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immorality


population to substantively increase the probability of assessing individuals who 
were genuinely highly creative, because a wide body of research (summarized in 
Eysenck, 1995) has already identified IQ as a critically important factor in creative 
achievement. This body of research has suggested that there may be an IQ 
threshold (usually described as an IQ of approximately 120 points) associated with 
true creative ability (for a review, see Sternberg & O’Hara, 1999).”

-  “Decreased Latent Inhibition Is Associated With Increased Creative 
Achievement in High-Functioning Individuals.” Carson, Shelley H., Peterson, 
Jordan B., Higgins, Daniel M. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol 
85(3), Sep 2003, 499-506

Cornell Information Technologies anecdote: my bosses Dick Cogger and Ken King 
urged Ceracche Cable to deliver broadband Internet service over their cable TV 
system, leading owner Ceracche to denounce them in a televised meeting as 
“socialists.” LOLOL

• Mark Finnigan - targeted as part of Zersetzung, or ordinary gossip?
(He was really friendly and wonderfully helpful, until he wasn’t)
==> shit in the background in the social environment we know as Dysthaca.

“At least my dog still trusts you!”

“Once you’re dead, it’s all over!” - when I talked about fixing my will and taking 
AnneMarie off, because Mom was intent on me getting that done.

“Remember… we’re on the same team!” - WEIRD. Which team is that?  LOL

“Are you experiencing suicidal ideation?” - with indecent enthusiasm, after we 
arranged for him & Christine to be my primary and secondary 

“You’re actually talented!” (as opposed to Mark supposedly not being talented? 
Huh: he’s a better musician than I am! ==> Impostor Syndrome)

“What are you doing here?” - nervous, when I just dropped by after checking my 
PO Box up in Jacksonville, and he and Jeff Goodmark are sitting in his office 
smoking some pot preparatory to practice with 5 Mile Drive

“You have to call before you come over!” x 10, the guy was furious, and I was 
hysterical because the truth about the PCP Attack was sinking in: “They were trying 
to kill me!” - yeah, I coulda used some pot. No doubt, but that would be EVIL!

“All you do is talk about this stuff!” - [50% reasonable regarding my wanting to 



relate my issues with relationships etc., like Dick Heffron?, but overstated]

“Get Frank to call you!” - When I asked Mark for help with my fallen ceiling, he 
declined with this statement - and Frank would not return my calls? My conclusion 
after entering an INTENSE headspace where I tried to analyze the interactions 
involved in the background [a whole days work where I realized the chaotic 
patternings involved in this kind of modeling - overturn one “fact” to “falsehood,” 
and several other interactions/“facts” would flip in their turn], I concluded that the 
foundation of this was PORN. Not just Frank admitting at some point to Mark that 
we had had a sexual relationship, but PORN.

==> GENIUS? - Mark Finnigan’s son, an expert (degreed) computer scientist and 
pretty smart, having worked in the field of acoustics and Noise Reduction Software, 
shifted over to working on web programming, commented to me on the nature of 
the experience: “And now it’s like, ‘let’s try this - maybe it will work?’” (And prior to 
that, our conversation about his problems as a team leader with a team member 
who KNEW EVERYTHING and continually harped on everyone else’s shortcomings 
- I offered some kind of intelligent analysis of how to deal with him? - maybe why 
Christine Finnigan thought I was both qualified and able to ‘Get a job!’ .5 LOL

 



the cult of psychiatry - “YOUR RECORDS ARE PSYCHOTIC!”

“Jaspers set down his views on mental illness in a book which he published 
in 1913, General Psychopathology.[1] This work has become a classic in the 
psychiatric literature and many modern diagnostic criteria stem from ideas 
found within it. One of Jaspers's central tenets was that psychiatrists should 
diagnose symptoms of mental illness (particularly of psychosis) by their 
form rather than by their content. For example, in diagnosing a 
hallucination, it is more important to note that a person experiences visual 
phenomena when no sensory stimuli account for them, than to note what the 
patient sees. What the patient sees is the "content", but the discrepancy 
between visual perception and objective reality is the "form".[citation 
needed]” - Wikipedia on Karl Jaspers, psychiatrist and Phenomenologist

The focus of clinicians on form, as opposed to CONTENT, leads them 
to presume “delusions” where supportable or even provable assertions exist; 
“that never happens” is applied to real-world instances which are merely 
unlikely, e.g. “I was set up for a DWI.” They rarely or NEVER inquire as to 
“circumstantial” details - clearly this would interfere with the orderly 
completion of their rounds in a “timely manner!” - LOL - Thus “common 
delusions” become a stalking horse for real-world special operations (cf. 
Zersetzungen)

form = (shambolic content) ≠≠> \ actual content \ symbolic content \ general 
meaning

==> structured inattention to contingency
“They planned for every contingency - except the lack of a contingent!”

====> focus on “form” rather than “symbolic content”
 
“In the DSM-II,41 psychosis is defined as a mental disorder in which mental 
functioning is impaired to the degree that it interferes with patient's ability to 
meet the ordinary demands of life and recognize reality. Hallucinations and 
delusions may distort perceptions; alterations of mood may affect the 
capacity to respond appropriately; and deficits in perception, language, and 
memory may interfere with grasping situations effectively.” - MCMI-III - 
Evolution of diagnostic criteria in psychoses - A. Ban Thomas - Dialogues in 



Clinical Neuroscience.pdf -
Clinicians suffer from deficits in depth of perception and breadth of 

language comprehension, buttressed by “false memory” enshrined in faked 
histories which leave them effectively delusional and PSYCHOTIC IN 
PRACTICE. 

“In DSM-III,42 the term psychotic is used to describe a patient at a given 
time, or a mental disorder in which at some time during its course all patients 
with the disorder evaluate incorrectly the accuracy of their perceptions and 
thoughts, and make incorrect inferences about external reality, even in the 
face of contrary evidence. However, the term psychotic does not apply to 
minor distortions of reality that involve matters of relative judgment, but 
gross impairment of reality testing and the creation of new reality. Thus, a 
depressed person who underestimates his/her achievements would not 
qualify as psychotic, whereas one who believes he/she caused a natural 
catastrophe would qualify. Direct evidence of psychotic behavior is the 
presence of either delusions or hallucinations without insight into their 
pathological nature and/or grossly disorganized behavior from which a 
reasonable inference can be made that reality testing is markedly disturbed.”

Clinicians are for the most part of the “Cargo Cult” mentality where 
technology is concerned, and have no clue as to how the components of an 
advanced technological civilization interact; hence they are prone to 
overdiagnosis of “delusions” where it is in fact possible if not likely that 
advanced technology has been put to use in Zersetzung operations.
“Similar to ICD-10,39 in the DSM-IV,44 which was published in 1994, the 
diagnosis of psychosis is no longer based on the severity of the functional 
impairment, ie, on gross interference with the capacity to meet ordinary 
demands of life, but on the presence of certain symptoms. Included among 
these symptoms arc delusions and hallucinations (with the hallucinations 
occurring in the absence of insight into their pathological nature), prominent 
hallucinations (perceived by the patient as hallucinatory experiences), and 
some other positive symptoms, such as disorganized speech and grossly 
disorganized or catatonic behavior.” - An invitation to overdiagnosis

“[Over time] the díagnostic criteria for psychosis shifted from the severity of 
the clinical manifestations and the degree of impairment in social functioning 
to the presence of one or more symptoms in a set of psychopathological 



symptoms, which include hallucinations, formal thought disorder manifest in 
disorganized or odd speech, delusions, flat/inappropriate affect, avolition/
apathy disorganized behavior, catatonic motor behavior, and 
depersonalization/derealization.”
“In current diagnostic manuals, psychotic behavior is detected by the 
presence of one or more of the following psychopathological symptoms: 
hallucinations, formal thought disorder (disorganized or odd speech), 
delusions (including disturbances of ego integrity, such as thought insertion, 
thought withdrawal, or feelings of being controlled), disturbances of affect 
(flat/inappropriate), avolition/apathy, alogia, disorganized behavior, 
catatonic motor behavior, and depersonalization/derealization. Since the 
disorders that qualify for psychosis, and in which psychotic behavior may be 
displayed, arc [sic] differentiated from each other by operationalized 
diagnostic criteria, which may or may not be based on the symptoms that 
signal psychosis, psychotic behavior is today perceived as a symptom of 
many psychiatric disorders.51” 
- PSYCHOSIS IS AN EVER-EXPANDING DOMAIN:
  PSYCHIATRY COMPRISES THE EMPIRE OF PSYCHOTIC OVERLORDS 

the best is the enemy of the good

- The “ideal type” of personal psychology which Thedore Millon explicitly 
elevates to the status of a Sacred Norm - Sanctified by Evolutionary Theory! - 
with a perfect “Aristotlean,” “Golden Mean” balance between “Self/Other, 
Active/Passive, Pleasure/Pain” - is itself intrinsically opposed to the nature of 
human beings as diverse types, unified within a cultural context, cooperating 
in the employment of their various aptitudes - including notable differences 
in personality - to survive and thrive. He apparently has no clue whatsoever 
that a “Nash Equilibrium,” an “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy,” is a system of 
relationships among diverse creatures which is essential in maintaining a 
successful culture.
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionarily_stable_strategy

“What if everybody was like you?!!!” - a shallow-minded challenge once 
posed directly to me in high school, “ably defended” by whatsisname 

Robert ?



MCMI-III CRITERIA FOR DIAGNOSIS OF NARCISSISM
an invaluable tool for interpersonal exploitation!

1) MCMI-III invariably detects “narcissism” in successful, sociable persons;
2) Manumission from this diagnosis is based solely on the judgment of the 
clinician;
3) Dishonest clinicians can exploit “Impostor Syndrome” in competent 
individuals by denigrating their accomplishments as “insignificant”:

MUST COPY: p. 63, amazing Belsare "borderline 
narcissistic features" comment: "injured ego ... 
compensates for by valuing their own performance as 
being extraordinary or greater, or themselves as 
being more important than they are in society." - 
2003-07-01 AnneRose Blayk f-k-a Kevin Eric Saunders 
Notes on Transcripts of Court Proceedings - 
Originals STOLEN while at EPC - COIN-OP EPC Tara 
Belsare OCR.pdf

“He tends to confidently exhibit himself and acts in a 
very self assured manner in displaying what he 
thinks are his achievements.” - 1997-06-14 Paul 
Thaddeus Povinelli PhD.pdf

4) INDUCED SHAME and “submissive transference” with clinician as the 
“defective child”: “Yes, I guess I really am a narcissist.” [hangs head]
5) Millon’s Narcissism ==> Terminal Dunning-Kruger Syndrome: you will 
never know better: the only time your head is not firmly stuffed up your ass 
is when you’re lying!

MCMI-III
An attribution of Millon’s Narcissism (or 
Borderline?) tidily resolves all questions regarding 
Truth Statements made by a person so diagnosed. This 
diagnosis allows one to avoid  evaluation of the 
real-world content of such claims, which might 
require an interminable foray into what we might 
term “The Entscheidungsproblem in Real Life” - where 
formal mathematical systems regularly meet with 
failure in assessing whether a logical proposition 
is ‘decidable’ as True or False, and worse, 
realworld assessments of Truth require troublesome 
footwork and poring over conflicting data such as 
confused or untrustworthy informants - and instead 
enable the presumption:



“When you’re not full of shit, you’re talking shit 
in order to cover up your shit!”

KISS: “Keepin’ It Simple fo’ Stupids”

MK-ULTRA PCP TAKEDOWN SCRIPT
oh the glories of “Reverse Engineering!”

Tap with “Narcissistic Injury” to a person’s ego 
[e.g. bizarro-world “personal history”]

Tap with PCP 
Diagnose Bipolar and/or NPD [Belsare - diagnoses 

with no formal precedent]
- MCMI-III “proves” NPD in any successful person 

who is not pathologically shy; “decompensation” 
and personality disintegration in “a profound 
dissociation of symptoms” is assumed, so 
analysis of drug-induced psychosis is skipped/
skimped.

Diagnose Paranoid Schizophrenia on refusal of 
medications [neuroleptics or other drugs to 
induce dysfunction]

Tap with “Narcissistic Injury” resulting in 
“Narcissistic Rage” - YOU CAN’T HANDLE THE 
TRUTH! LOL

HIT with PCP
- Psychotic presentation with pronounced symptoms 

of Bipolar and/or Schizophrenia
Hospitalization follows 

Chain of diagnoses “proves” the diagnostician is 
prescient! - It was Belsare’s demonstration of 
“foreshadowing” through the diagnosis of 
“Paranoid Schizophrenia” in my so-called 
“Hearing” on 3/14/03 that first made me suspect 
that a script was being used as a program for a 
takedown using procedures developed in the MK-



ULTRA program; this protocol/procedure was 
probably initially intended for use in 
Zersetzung against hostile agents, or 
conversely to analyze how ops against friendly 
actors might be run and defend against them, 
but was subsequently disseminated through the 
grapevine to unethical private actors.

LOOKS LIKE WE GOT ANOTHER LOONY HERE:
you say you’re the victim of a conspiracy!?

• “You believe I’m involved in a conspiracy against 
you!” - Tara Belsare - foreshadowing her 
conspiracy!

BELSARE DARK TRIAD: Narcissism, Psychopathy 
[Sadism], Machiavellianism. [not quite 
conforming to this model, evidently]



// evaluate responses to claims on internet 
// and respond accordingly

internet_argue(struct dude * person, struct thesis * claim)
{

if (dismiss(person, claim) != ONLY_JOKING) {
if (dispute(person, claim) != SUBMISSION) {

if (enlighten(person, claim) != AGREE) {
if (invoke_delusionality(person) != CONFESS) {

callout_psychopath(person);
block(person);
return(0);

}
}

}
}
return(0);

}

From a text of mine included in 1997-10-27 KES-bb to 
Susan Heagney 7 - KES-bb HYPERGRAPHIA.pdf

Susan K. Hamann is the Alucard (MPD much? LOL!) to my 
Seras: I kind of volunteered to be drafted into the cause? 
Kind of.

There's a story related in Herodotus' Persian Wars about a siege of Babylon (which was 
located, by the way, in Central Iraq) conducted some centuries before the birth of Jesus. 

The besiegers of Babylon were shocked when one of the Babylonian nobility arrived with 
his nose and ears cut off. He swore that he would lead the besiegers against his former 
rulers in order to attain vengeance. After several successful small attacks, he gained their 
confidence, and was allowed to command a full-scale assault-which resulted in the 
slaughter of the attacking force, when he led them into the trap that had been arranged 
before this noble himself had conceived the plan and insisted on doing the job himself.
 
Now isn't that subtle? And that was 2000 years ago! 

“There is a connection, but the easy thing to do here is to 
overlook the complexity.” Frank Black - Episode 3 of 

Millennium - “The Judge”

“Military pilots, almost to a man, perceived psychiatry as a pseudo-science. They 
regarded the military psychiatrist as the modern and unusually bat-brained version of the 
chaplain. But the shrink could be dealt with. You just turned on the charm - lit up the halo 
of the right stuff - and did some prudent lying.” - Tom Wolfe - The Right Stuff, p. 97.



FALSE CONSCIOUSNESS IN PSYCHOLOGY

I was sitting outside an auto repair shop, waiting in my Volvo for my 
friend Mia to complete her business there, when the thought occurred to 
me: the fundamental error in the practice of psychology is the same as 
the belief in dialectical materialism expressed by Leo Strauss in his 
work Natural Right and History:

In the claim that he had analyzed the processes of history and  
discerned the processes of dialectical materialism, where thesis and 
antithesis interact in order to inexorably produce a synthesis, Marx 
had situated himself outside of history. Similarly, when scholars and 
practictioners of psychology pose themselves outside of and superior to 
the processes of “ordinary” perception and cognition as “rational, 
detached observers” of another person’s functioning, they engage in the 
same error…

All these guys are Hannibal Lecter wannabes, only they fancy themselves 
as being really nice people who just want to fix you. Their perceptions 
of your “history” based on a “quick read” (“first impressions formed in 
100ms”) will govern their responses.

NB: Analysts are warned against processes of counter-transference, but 
insofar as they expect transference - the identification of the analyst 
as a person invested with parental authority - from a mature 
individual, they will fail; and can they identify what a mature 
individual is supposed to look like?

They fail, routinely, at this task: Why can you not be abnormal like 
me!

“As males are the stereotypical antisocial personality, females are 
that of the histrionic personality. In many ways, Yvonne seems to 
epitomize this female stereotype. Her ten- dency to hyperemotionalize 
overshadows her rationale as she exhibits an ever-changing stream of 
consciousness and its respective, uncensored emotional expressions (see 
cri- terion 3). Her emotional life has the trappings of depth and seems 
vividly alive but, on deeper inspection, lacks authenticity.” - p. 293, 
MCMI-III - Personality Disorders in Modern Life SECOND EDITION - 
THEODORE MILLON -

 



Screen Shot 2018-02-10 at 12.21.39 PM - COMET never 
mentioned in official OMH documents.png





TODO:

OBTAIN THE “HEARING” MINUTES!
Richard Wenig to Povinelli in the court of Judge Hayden:
Q. Doctor, have you had a chance to read a report presented to the District Attorney for 

Tompkins County
2 in a letter dated April 7th, 2003? Those are the
3 minutes from the, quote, unquote, hearing you have
4 mentioned a few minutes ago.
A: I haven't read the minutes of it, no.

2002-06-28 HuckFinn•txt - Preamble - 567,210 bytes (573 KB on disk) - IND$FILE IBM 
file transfer testfile.rtf

“The last Nazi died in the bunker?” - No.
World War II was the biggest smash-and-grab in history!

It's amusing in a way, I've got severe writer's block on the OMH-related stuff - since I hit 
what I will refer to as "The Horror" hereinafter, the psychological test that 
automatically tags highly competent individuals as Narcissists? - but I'm still 
working it elsewhere, thinking about the way the contractural relationships 
between me (as Secretary), DATABEAST, and QUVUS C&M  [hereinafter 
'QCM'] need to be structured to place the presentations under a (weak but 
absolutely necessary) seal of confidential corporate communications…

I found a template for an "Exclusive Agent Booking Contract" for bARB to QUVUS C&M 
which I can hack around to the requirements 

1) All payments from clients, including unsolicited cash benefactions made directly to 
me, have to be filtered through DATABEAST,

2) Payments for presentation site rentals probably should be made through 
DATABEAST, in part because of it should limit liability as a corporate activity if 
you're acting as Treasurer, not hard to arrange if you're using a credit or debit 
card made out to DATABEAST - although there should be a record created 
(an email) between 

BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ:

Add link to “Dada manifesto” to BRAIN DAMAGE #1 manifesto? Huh.
Shift “updates” down into a PS on the YOKE page to keep it more “coherent”
Replace bannerlinks.html with dropdown menus?



Fix Core History so the X’s use Internal Links to my comments for easier viewing
Scan work product on COMET bug fixes while at EPC!
Transcribe Amari Meader’s notes - BRUTAL
scan BLAMING THE SYSTEM in Amari Meader’s notes, elsewhere?

WHY I REJECTED THE “ECONOMICAL” WORLDVIEW IN 1979 and suffered 
having my entire Libertarian “beautiful model” of political and social life 
EXPLODED …  my ideological viewpoint was blown apart by exposure to 
Economics at Cornell: quite apart from finding the intense math overly 
demanding and ultimately sterile, I came to see that the focus on utility as as a 
single measure for assessing a “goods space” was inadequate, that bads have 
an entirely different character that cannot be assessed simply by saying that 
something is “less good” than another alternative - that the nature of PAIN cannot 
be shoehorned into this model. Ever. 

Look into situation with docplayer.net hijacking my Google images - counteract 
how?
Respond to redirect of BAD TRIP RECORDS on Wikipedia to Angry Samoans 
page - how?
==> Attempt to delink bonze blayk account on Facebook - yeah, Zersetzung

Digitize Auld l’Anxiety 2-Day tape maybe it’ll work! and upload - LOL
“Auld l’Anxiety tape” as noted in my letter of 1997-10-27 to upload and 
LINK in the Master Timeline!!!

• “Limitations of Drug Tests for PCP
Results for tests of PCP are frequently specific and indicative of use. Few 
confounding test results are seen. However, the frequency of use may complicate 
test results for those who have only a single use. Some users may metabolize PCP 
quickly and will not test for presence within as short a period as 72 hours. Due to 
the side effects produced by PCP, these users may run the risk of being diagnosed 
with mental illness, such as schizophrenia or dissociative disorders if no remainder 
of the drug can be detected.” - https://www.thegooddrugsguide.com/pcp/
drugtests.htm

TODONE:

Points for Steve Tien:



Show “Neanderthal” phone call
How hard did you fail The Narcissist Test?
“Where is the Diagnostic Goo-Gone?”

Past year brief summary - Sustenna Poisoning / Lyme Disease
dataComet / Belsare pointiness
PTSD diagnosis / Invalidation of “Cannabis Dependence” / Support for 3rd party

MD diagnosis required for Medical Cannabis
Release for Kevin Field

Joanne: “What do you feel about your identity?” [paraphrase]
AnneRose: “I’m a person who tries to figure out how things work, in order to fix them.”
HuckFinn•txt and Yakov admitting: “I can speak English - but I can’t understand it!”
German teacher: “ALWAYS defer to the native speaker, even if they’re not all that smart! 

You do not understand the idioms of the language as well as they do!”

INVOLUNTARY PCP INTOXICATION - http://www.badtriprecords.biz/
bonzeblayk/testify/2003-04-01-PCPATTACK.html

"BRAIN DAMAGE :: devoted to savaging the critical class since 1974!"

COMPUTER HACKING NULL HYPOTHESIS: 
TRANSFERRED to MCMI-III - Disorders of Personality - Introducing a DSM - 
Theodore Millon

Luke Package: handed over 5/7/2018
PCP ATTACK SUMMARY
PCP card
COMPUTER HACKING NULL HYPOTHESIS
2018-03-21 MCMI-III ITEMS  - CRITERIA FOR ATTTRIBUTION OF NARCISSISM 

- Declined Item Assessment 
MCMI-III - Disorders of Personality - Introducing a DSM - Theodore Millon - 

8 • CONFIDENT STYLES, EGOTISTIC TYPES, NARCISSIST DISORDERS: 
THE CEN SPECTRUM

Povinelli - markup - signed
Lesswing - markup - signed

Luke CMC Package:
CMC “Adult Psychiatric Inpatient Program” page &
“STAGE FRIGHT” PDF

Steve T Package:
BARB

01 - HEXACO results
02 - The Final Dance



1995-11-21 Susan Hamann - Letter to Bonze - PHOENIX poem - WHORE.pdf
03 - 2003-03-05 - dataComet-Secure Site License offer to NASA HQ - Screen 

Shot 2014-09-26 at 8.40.36 AM.png
04 - Tara Belsare - trashtalkcomics.com - SADISTIC PSYCHOPATH
05 - databeast Inc HACKED 2014 - and SINCE WHEN? - Null Hypothesis 

Analysis 
MCMI (pcp attack)

MCMI-III - Disorders of Personality - Introducing a DSM - Theodore Millon - 
8 • CONFIDENT STYLES, EGOTISTIC TYPES, NARCISSIST 
DISORDERS: THE CEN SPECTRUM

PCP card
POV

Povinelli - markup - signed
LESS

Lesswing - markup - signed

CMC brief
CMC “Adult Psychiatric Inpatient Program” page &
“STAGE FRIGHT” PDF

Zersetzung

• “I thought I told you that pot smelled funny!” - Alice Richardson 2010
- Alice Richardson threw out the marijuana I had been smoking in April 2002 prior to 

becoming physically ill and somewhat loopy after I had specifically noted - to her and to a 
police officer who interviewed me at the hospital - that I thought it was suspect and wanted it 
tested?

- Alice Richardson procured the marijuana I was smoking a few days prior to my 
hospitalization on April 4, 2003, which I specifically requested be of lower-potency 
“commercial” grade rather than stronger pot which she was buying.

- Beneath a veil of eccentricity linked to physical disability, Alice H. Richardson LPN is insane! 
[link to EVICTION pages]

PCP page needs:
“wet, naked, and in two pairs of handcuffs” image and link: http://www.businessinsider.com/

here-are-the-terrifying-signs-that-somebody-is-high-on-angel-dust-2014-5
April Roberts - “It was -- it could have been a substance induced psychosis” - image of 

testimony
Black Dog Bipolar analysis
LINKS:
Comments regarding marijuana spiked with PCP: 
“It just doesn't happen unless someone wants to fuck with you.” 
- “if you start seeing demons, let me know, it was probably pcp.” 
- “I couldn't tell the difference until after I smoked.” 
- https://forum.grasscity.com/threads/how-can-i-tell-if-my-weed-is-laced-with-pcp.318624/

LINK to notes on delusions and hallucinations





My work computer for databeast, Inc. was hacked back in October 2014, leading me 
to wonder - given the abysmal quality of my psychiatric “history” as compiled in the 
official record - “How long has this been going on?” - AnneRose Blayk - 2018-05-07

COMPUTER HACKING NULL HYPOTHESIS: 

“No outside computer hacking of the NYS OMH records occurred”

1 Reject typographical error, transcription error, proofreading failure
2 Reject pure malice - Tara Belsare MD / trashtalkcomics@hotmail.com 

- BDSM “psychopath” powertrip
4 Reject incompetence
5 Reject systematic bias, unconscious prejudice (cf. MCMI-III)

- “you’re just a narcissist living in a marijuana hell!”
7 Reject internal conspiracy - “She-Devil” (film) style secretarial hacks?
8 Reject greed (databeast/dataComet hijacking) - Tara Belsare MD
9 Reject judgment “You are unfit to deliver secure software!” - Dr. CDR Povinelli PhD USN?
10 ACCEPT boneheaded “errors” of the first magnitude!?  Why?

$250 for COMET?  ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR MIND?  John Kennedy MD = IDIOT?  
This seems like a hack: I told him COMET cost Cornell some $250,000 to develop!

HACKED: How can the Core History be soooo bad, when they had my CV?
And? DATABEAST INC. and ANNEROSE BLAYK WERE POWERFULLY HACKED 

FOR PURPOSES OF BRINGING PSYWAR IN OCTOBER 2014
e.g., subversion of my computer & Facebook messaging and newsfeed…

which required serious resources and expertise.
2016-09-30 “YETI OS” Easter Egg Drop:  gay metal gonna rock our world! LOL (friendly?)

Accept HACKING 
- COIN_OP, or COUNTER_OP? (bad guys vs. good guys inducing “shlock-shock”)
- Social hacking, or Computer hacking?

Prove hacking without direct evidence of such?  How?  Are you nuts? 
How many opponents of the Democratic Party will accept that the DNC was hacked by the 
Russians, despite the overwhelming chorus of agreement between experts in cybersecurity, 
because… “It was an inside job!” - LOL+(sigh)!

Intriguing typos/errata in the Core History: hacks? or not?

“Teshwin Syndrome” for Geschwind Syndrome ==> TLE propagated throughout thereafter
“hypographia” for hypergraphia ==> suppress Geschwind diagnosis even more?
“miliary” twice for military history ==> failed search of scans - highly relevant “hobby”
“Angry Simoans” for Angry Samoans ==> Igor Kashtan MD & his associating that with…

THE SYMBIONESE LIBERATION FRONT? ==> “Whaaat?” 
UT Austin schooling stretched to 5 years rather than 3 ==> incompetent &

suppress COBOL payroll accounting and hospital accounting work experience
_____

27G . badtrip/bonzeblayk



4.6G ./iwannabecommitted
-rw-r--r-- 1 databeast databeast 4654305507 Oct 25  2016   
PRESCRIPTION FOR PARANOIA - COHERE - AnneRose Blayk with Lenora 
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20G ./testify/hochbergville
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